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the Director, Office of Management and Budget; and other interested parties. 

This report was prepared under the direction of Richard L. Hembra, Director, Environmental 
Protection Issues, who may be reached at (202) 276-6111 if you or your staff have any 
questions. Other major contributors are listed in appendix II. 

Sincerely yours, 

Assistant Comptroller General 



Elxecutive Summary 

Purpose Nearly half of the 4,615 facilities nationwide that treat, store, or dispose 
of hazardous waste decided during the 1980s to close their operations 
because they were unable or unwilling to meet federal hazardous waste 
requirements. These requirements specify how hazardous waste facili- 
ties should be managed to ensure that their wastes do not harm human 
health and the environment. Under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and 
the states must oversee the operations of hazardous waste facilities and 
ensure that facilities ceasing operations close in a timely and safe 
manner. 

The Chairman of the Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources Sub- 
committee of the House Committee on Government Operations asked 
GAO to determine, among other things, EPA'S (1) progress in completing 
closures of hazardous waste facilities and issuing post-closure permits 
and (2) efforts to set priorities for the cleanup of hazardous waste facili- 
ties posing the most significant environmental threat. The Chairman 
asked GAO to focus its review on land disposal facilities that are closing 
because they pose the greatest environmental threat. 

Background Hazardous wastes are handled in three principal ways-land disposal, 
incineration, and treatment and storage in tanks and containers. 
Because land disposal facilities generally leave waste in the ground 
when they close, RCRA regulations require their owner/operators to 
implement two important activities at those closing hazardous waste 
operations (units) that were active when RCRA regulations became effec- 
tive in November 1980. First, owner/operators must properly close their 
waste management units by installing protective covers over them to 
control or minimize the escape of existing waste. Second, they must 
obtain post-closure permits, which require groundwater monitoring to 
determine whether there has been any contamination and if so to clean 
it up. Units that were inactive as of November 1980 were not required to 
meet these requirements. However, in 1984, the Congress amended RCRA, 
requiring units that were inactive as of November 1980 to also be 
cleaned up. As of February 1991,1,128 hazardous waste land disposal 
facilities were scheduled to close. 

Results in 3rief EPA has made only limited progress in closing and issuing post-closure 
permits to land disposal facilities. As of February 1991, only 337, or 
about 30 percent, of the 1,128 closing land disposal facilities had actu- 
ally closed; and only 106, or about 9 percent, had received post-closure 
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permits. The majority of these facilities-837-decided to close in 
November of 1986. Thus, most facilities, according to EPA regulations, 
should have completed closure by January 1987. Also, most facilities 
should have received post-closure permits by November 1988. EPA plans 
to increase the number of post-closure permits issued in fiscal year 
1991, but it has no plans to also emphasize completing closures. 
Achieving timely closure of facilities that have ceased operations is 
important because the closure process involves stabilizing the facility, 
which precludes or minimizes the further spread of contamination. In 
addition, the owner/operators of some of these facilities have declared 
bankruptcy, increasing the possibility that several hundred millions of 
dollars in cleanup costs may ultimately be paid by the federal 
government. 

EPA recognizes that land disposal facilities that are closing may pose 
some of the greatest environmental threats. However, the agency has 
also been legislatively mandated since 1984 to issue permits by certain 
deadlines to hazardous waste facilities seeking to continue operations, 
including land disposal facilities by November 1988, incinerators by 
November 1989, and treatment and storage facilities by November 1992. 
EPA has made limited progress in completing closures and issuing post- 
closure permits primarily because it has concentrated its regulatory 
efforts on issuing permits to facilities seeking to continue operations. 

EPA implemented the Environmental Priorities Initiative in fiscal year 
1989 to assess and prioritize all hazardous waste facilities in order to 
focus scarce resources on facilities posing the greatest threat. However, 
EPA did not develop national criteria for what constitutes environmental 
threat, nor did it develop a uniform scoring system to rank facilities on 
the basis of this threat. Without these, EPA had limited assurance that its 
regions were accurately ranking facilities for corrective action. In Feb- 
ruary 1991, EPA proposed a new approach for evaluating environmental 
threat and for targeting its actions on facilities that will yield the 
greatest environmental results. This approach can help address the 
problems GAO identified, but its implementation needs to be closely 
monitored. 
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Principal Findings 

Slow Progress in 
Completions and 
Closure Permittil 

Closure Of the 1,128 closing land disposal facilities, 837 decided to close in 
Post- November 1986 because their owner/operators were unable or unwilling 

23 
to apply for operating permits and certify compliance with groundwater 
monitoring and financial responsibility requirements. Under EPA regula- 
tions, most of these facilities should have completed closure by January 
1987. However, as of February 1991, only 337, or 30 percent, of the 
1,128 closing land disposal facilities had completed closure. 

EPA has also made limited progress in issuing post-closure permits. As of 
February 1991, only 106 post-closure permits had been issued. Post- 
closure permits should have been issued to the majority of closing facili- 
ties by November 1988. EPA estimates that it could take until 2004 to 
issue the remaining post-closure permits. 

EPA'S limited progress in completing closures at land disposal facilities is 
troubling since EPA believes they are a serious environmental threat and 
since 22 RCRA facilities have already been transferred to Superfund-a 
program designed to clean up the nation’s most contaminated facilities. 
According to EPA estimates, it could cost an average of $26 million to 
clean up a Superfund facility, half of which may ultimately be paid by 
the federal government. 

Setting Priori 
Cleanup 

.ties for GAO found that in four EPA regions it visited, EPA had not ensured that 
the facilities posing the greatest environmental threat were being accu- 
rately identified and prioritized for corrective action under the Environ- 
mental Priorities Initiative. EPA had not established a systematic 
method-i.e., national criteria and a uniform scoring system-for 
ranking facilities according to their environmental threat. As a result, 
each regional office used its own method or methods for prioritizing 
facilities. These methods contained weaknesses that precluded the 
regions from identifying their worst facilities. For example, three 
regions could not identify their worst facilities because they either (1) 
did not rank all facilities or (2) did not use a single method for ranking 
all facilities in the region. 

Moreover, another RCRA priority, meeting the statutory deadline to issue 
permits to operating treatment and storage facilities by 1992, was 
preventing some EPA regions from initiating corrective action at the 
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worst facilities first. Under RCRA, corrective action, if needed, must be 
initiated as a condition for a facility to obtain a permit. Some regions 
were initiating corrective action at treatment and storage facilities to 
meet the RCRA operating permit deadline even though other regional 
facilities, such as some closing land facilities, posed a greater environ- 
mental threat. 

Recognizing these problems, in February 1991, EPA announced that it 
plans to adopt a new approach- including national criteria and a uni- 
form scoring system- for evaluating the environmental threat or signif- 
icance of facilities and for deciding which facilities should be acted on 
first for permits and corrective action. Under EPA'S proposed approach, 
priority will be based on (1) environmental significance (especially 
keyed to the need for cleanup), (2) potential environmental benefits to 
be gained or risks avoided from permitting-related actions, and (3) other 
considerations, such as a facility’s enforcement/compliance history and 
financial status, EPA is not, however, planning to define how the scores 
for these criteria are to be weighed in prioritizing facilities. EPA also rec- 
ognizes that it needs to work closely with the Congress in implementing 
its new approach for dealing with hazardous waste facilities. 

Recommendations facilities, GAO recommends that EPA place greater emphasis on com- 
pleting closure by establishing goals or targets. 

GAO also recommends that the Administrator, EPA, closely monitor the 
regions’ and states’ implementation of the proposed new approach for 
evaluating environmental threat and for deciding which facilities to act 
on first to ensure consistent interpretation. As part of this monitoring, 
EPA should assess the need for further guidance to define how the cri- 
teria of environmental significance, environmental benefits, and other 
considerations are to be weighed. 

Agency Comments officials, who generally agreed that it was accurate. Their comments 
have been incorporated into the report where appropriate. As 
requested, GAO did not obtain official comments on the report. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

About half of the 4,615 facilities nationwide that treat, store, or dispose 
of hazardous waste are closing their hazardous waste operations 
because they are unable or unwilling to meet federal requirements. The 
2,282 hazardous waste facilities that are closing may have some of the 
worst environmental problems in the nation. Also, many of the owner/ 
operators of these facilities may be financially unable to pay for cor- 
recting the environmental problems at their facilities, Unless these facil- 
ities are closed and cleaned up in a timely manner by the owner/ 
operators, they will continue to threaten human health and the environ- 
ment, and many could become future Superfund sites requiring cleanup 
at government expense. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA), as amended, addresses these facilities. One of its major purposes 
is to ensure that facility owner/operators who do not meet standards 
close their hazardous waste operations as early as possible to prevent 
future contamination and to clean up present contamination. 

The Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources Subcommittee, House 
Committee on Government Operations, is concerned about whether the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is taking appropriate steps to 
ensure that closing facilities are minimizing the risks to human health 
and the environment. Therefore, the Chairman of the Subcommittee 
requested that we determine EPA'S (1) progress in closing and cleaning 
up facilities that are ceasing their hazardous waste operations and (2) 
efforts to set priorities for which facilities should be cleaned up first. 

Why Hazardous Waste RCRA requires EPA to implement a comprehensive I%gUlatOI'y program for 

Facilities Are Closing 
managing hazardous waste, from its generation to its disposal. Three 
types of hazardous waste facilities are subject to waste management 
regulations-land disposal, incinerator, and treatment and storage facil- 
ities. As of February 1991, 4,615 hazardous waste facilities were subject 
to RCRA requirements. (See fig. 1.1.) 
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Fiaure 1.1: Types of Hazardous Warte Facilities 

Total Hazardous Waste Facilities 
4,615 

Land Disposal Incinerator 
1,447 202 

Treatment/Storage 
2,812 

Note: The total number includes 154 facilities that could not be classified by facility type because of 
insufficient information in EPA’s data bases. 

Under RCRA, every person owning or operating a hazardous waste 
facility that was in existence as of November 1980 must obtain a permit 
that, among other things, states the conditions under which the facility 
may operate. Recognizing that it would take time to issue permits to all 
existing hazardous waste facilities, however, facilities were allowed to 
continue operating under interim status until final permits could be 
issued. Facilities with interim status must comply with certain operating 
and other good housekeeping practices. To receive final operating per- 
mits, however, facilities must comply with more stringent facility-spe- 
cific standards, such as those for groundwater monitoring. 

Dissatisfied with EPA'S limited progress in implementing the RCRA pro- 
gram, which was legislatively mandated in 1976, the Congress enacted 
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major changes to it in 1984. Among other things, the Congress addressed 
the slow pace in issuing final operating permits, To accelerate the issu- 
ance of permits, the 1984 amendments established deadlines by which 
owner/operators of hazardous waste facilities had to apply for and 
obtain operating permits, or otherwise lose their interim status and be 
forced to cease hazardous waste operations. Under the amendments, 
owner/operators of land disposal facilities had to apply for operating 
permits and to certify compliance with interim status requirements for 
groundwater monitoring and financial responsibility’ by November 
1986, or lose their interim status to operate. The 1984 amendments also 
required EPA to issue final permits to land disposal facilities by 
November 1988. Similar deadlines for loss of interim status and permit- 
ting were established for incinerator and treatment and storage facili- 
ties. Generally, these facilities were required either to obtain permits or 
to cease hazardous waste operations by November 1989 and November 
1992, respectively. 

Under EPA regulations, facilities required to cease operations must close 
in accordance with certain standards and time frames in order to control 
or minimize any further spread of contamination. In addition, the 1984 
amendments greatly expanded the responsibility of owner/operators to 
clean up contamination at their facilities. The legislation required all 
hazardous waste facilities, whether they plan to continue operating or to 
close, to clean up any contamination that had resulted from either their 
ongoing or past waste management practices. Because of these 
expanded requirements, the cleanup activities required at facilities dra- 
matically increased+ 

Status of Hazardous Waste As of February 1991,2,282, or about half, of the 4,615 hazardous waste 

Facilities facilities had either decided to close or had closed their operations. As 
shown in figure 1.2, 1,128, or 78 percent, of land disposal facilities; 39, 
or 19 percent, of incinerator facilities; and 1,115, or 40 percent, of treat- 
ment and storage facilities are closing. 

‘Under the financial responsibility requirements, owner/operators must demonstrate that adequate 
funds are available to provide for the proper closure and post-closure monitoring of a facility and to 
cover third-party liabilities arising from facility operations. 
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Figure 1.2: Cloelng Facllitler by npe of 
Facility 

BOO0 Numbor ot Facllitlw 

Typa of Facility 

Note: Does not include 154 facilities that could not be classified by facility type because of insufficient 
information in EPA’s data bases. 

Hazardous Waste 
Facilities Operations 

The operations of hazardous waste facilities, including closing facilities, 
are often complex. Since various methods are used to dispose of, incin- 
erate, treat, and store many different types of hazardous waste, a haz- 
ardous waste facility may include many waste management units. These 
waste management units may be landfills, surface impoundments, waste 
piles, tanks, or container storage areas. In addition, many facilities in 
operation over a long period have changed waste management practices, 
with the owner/operators ceasing to use some waste management units 
and creating others to, for example, increase facility capacity or manage 
other types of waste. 
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RCRA regulations, effective in 1980, were designed to manage active or 
ongoing hazardous waste operations and not those that had ceased oper- 
ating. For example, a facility that had been in operation since 1960 may 
have managed hazardous waste at 20 different waste management units 
between 1960 and 1980. When the RCRA regulations became effective, 
the facility may have had 6 active or ongoing waste management units 
and 16 other units that had ceased operations prior to 1980. RCRA regu- 
lations, including closure requirements, applied only to the five active 
waste management units2 Although only regulated waste management 
units are subject to closure requirements, all waste management units, 
whether regulated or nonregulated, have been subject to cleanup or cor- 
rective action requirements since 1984. Most hazardous waste facilities, 
including closing facilities, include both regulated and nonregulated 
waste management units. (See fig. 1.3.) 

‘For the purpose of this report, waste management units active as of 1980 are referred to as regu- 
lated units and those that were inactive as nonregulated units. 
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Figure: 1.3: RCRA Regulation of Hazardous Waste Management Units at a Hypothetical Facility 
I 

OO 0 Waste Storage 
Tanks 

Surface 
Impoundments 

Hazardous waste management units that wera active 
on or after Nov. 1980 are regulated under RCRA 
requirements for closure, post-closure, and corrective 
action. 

ggg Hazardous waste management units that were inactive 
as of Nov. 1980 are not regulated under RCRA 
requirements for closure or post-closure but remain 
subject tb the corrective action requirements imposed 
by the 1984 RCRA amendments. 
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RCRA Requirements To prevent owner/operators of closing facilities from abandoning their 

for Closing Facilities 
hazardous waste operations without protecting public health and the 
environment, EPA requires them to conduct three important regulatory 
activities: (1) closing the regulated waste management units to prevent 
or minimize the further escape of contamination to the environment, (2) 
conducting long-term groundwater monitoring and cleanup activities 
under a post-closure permit at the regulated units to assess and clean up 
any contamination that may have resulted from leaving waste in place, 
and (3) undertaking any necessary cleanup or corrective action for con- 
tamination resulting from past waste management practices at the non- 
regulated waste management units. 

Closure Requirements EPA defines closure as the period during which an owner/operator of a 
hazardous waste facility stops using and actually closes its regulated 
waste management units. The purpose of closure is to help ensure that 
these units are shut down in a manner that (1) controls, minimizes, or 
eliminates the potential escape of hazardous waste into the environment 
and (2) minimizes the need for care after closure. 

During closure, all waste is either removed or left in place. If waste is 
left in place, a final cover is placed over the waste to minimize the fur- 
ther migration of the waste to groundwater and surface water, soil, and 
the atmosphere. EPA requires the owner/operator to submit for approval 
a closure plan that describes how the unit will be closed and the 
schedule for completion. The owner/operator is required to demonstrate 
adequate financial resources to carry out the closure.3 Upon completion 
of closure, the owner/operator and an independent professional engi- 
neer are required to certify that closure was conducted in accordance 
with the approved closure plan. 

Post-Closure Requirements Land disposal facilities that close their regulated waste management 
units with waste in place are subject to EPA requirements for post- 
closure care and monitoring. Post-closure care is the 30-year period after 
closure during which owner/operators conduct maintenance and 
groundwater monitoring activities to ensure the integrity of the facility 
and to detect and clean up any contamination that may exist at the regu- 
lated waste units. Facilities subject to post-closure care must obtain 

3To demonstrate adequate resources to cover closure costs, financial assurance may be provided 
through various mechanisms such as a trust fund, letter of credit, surety bond, insurance, or financial 
test. 
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post-closure permits, which formalize the site-specific requirements for 
post-closure care, including groundwater monitoring and cleanup of 
contamination. 

Before EPA issues a post-closure permit to a land disposal facility, the 
owner/operator is required to assess the groundwater conditions at the 
regulated units to determine whether contamination exists, its nature 
and extent, and, if necessary, the need for cleanup measures. This 
assessment is needed to help ensure that groundwater contamination is 
properly defined and adequately monitored through an appropriate 
groundwater monitoring system. This assessment therefore provides the 
basis for site-specific groundwater monitoring and cleanup requirements 
included in the post-closure permit. Owner/operators of closing land dis- 
posal facilities subject to post-closure care are also required to provide 
financial assurance that such care will be provided for 30 years or more. 
Financial assurance may be demonstrated through mechanisms similar 
to those used for closure. 

The 1984 Amendments Prior to 1984, only regulated land disposal units, such as landfills, sur- 
Expanded the Number of face impoundments, and waste piles, were subject to corrective action or 

Units Subject to Correctiv ‘e cleanup requirements. The 1984 RCRA amendments mandated that EPA 
. . Action 

require all hazardous waste facilities- both operating and closing-and 
all waste management units -both regulated and nonregulated-to be 
assessed to determine if they are leaking and require corrective action. 
The Congress had become concerned that all waste management units, 
regardless of when they operated, could be causing contamination. 

As a result of the 1984 amendments, the number of waste management 
units as well as the number of hazardous waste facilities subject to cor- 
rective action increased dramatically. For example, EPA estimated that 
the average number of units per facility subject to cleanup requirements 
has increased 16-fold. Based on EPA data, the 2,282 closing hazardous 
waste facilities may contain as many as 36,500 waste management units 
that are potentially subject to corrective action. 

Generally, facilities seeking to continue operations must address correc- 
tive action as a prerequisite to obtaining an operating permit. Closing 
land disposal facilities generally must undertake cleanup as a condition 
for obtaining a post-closure permit, while other closing facilities (incin- 
erators and treatment and storage facilities) generally conduct cleanup 
in response to EPA enforcement authority granted under the 1984 
amendments. 
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Relationship Between 
RCRA and Superfund 

EPA has authority to respond to contamination at abandoned hazardous 
waste sites under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compen- 
sation, and Liability Act of 1980, commonly referred to as Superfund. 
Under Superfund, EPA can compel responsible parties to clean up the 
contamination or pay for the cleanup.4 

RCXA and Superfund were designed as companion programs-RcRA was 
intended to regulate the management of hazardous waste, while 
Superfund was intended to clean up contamination at uncontrolled or 
abandoned sites. The Congress expected Superfund to be phased out 
eventually as abandoned hazardous waste sites were cleaned up, with 
the RCRA program remaining to prevent environmental problems at haz- 
ardous waste sites in the future. As of September 1990, there were 
about 1,200 Superfund sites. According to EPA data, the average cleanup 
cost of a Superfund site is about $26 million, and the estimated total 
cleanup cost for the current sites is about $31 billion. 

As previously discussed, because the 1984 RCRA amendments signifi- 
cantly broadened EPA’S authority to require corrective action, EPA may 
address corrective action at most facilities under either RCRA or 
Superfund. EPA’S current policy, however, is to rely primarily on its RCRA 

authority to address corrective action at RCRA facilities and to limit its 
use of Superfund primarily to those RCRA facilities whose owner/opera- 
tors are either bankrupt or unwilling to undertake corrective action. 

Federal/State 
Partnership 

At the federal level, EPA administers its permitting, closure, and post- 
closure activities through its 10 regional offices. Like many other envi- 
ronmental laws, RCRA encourages states to assume the responsibility for 
implementing and enforcing these activities and requires EPA to oversee 
the states’ activities. EPA authorizes states to implement these activities 
if their program regulations are at least equivalent to the federal pro- 
gram and provide for adequate enforcement. In addition, the states may 
impose more stringent regulations than the federal government. As 
changes occur in EPA’S authority and programs under RCRA, states are 
required to obtain EPA authorization to incorporate these changes into 
their state programs. As of January 1991, 45 states, the District of 
Columbia, and Guam had received authorization from EPA to administer 
permitting, closure, and post-closure activities. EPA administers the RCRA 

program in the remaining states and territories. 

4Responsible parties include current and former owner/operators of the waste facility and generators 
of the waste. 
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Methodology 
Energy, and Natural Resources Subcommittee, House Committee on Gov- 
ernment Operations, and subsequent discussions with the Chairman’s 
office, we agreed to review EPA'S 

. progress in completing closures and issuing post-closure permits at 
closing land disposal facilities (see ch. 2.), 

. efforts to set priorities for the cleanup of hazardous waste facilities 
posing the most significant environmental threat (see ch. 3.), and 

. progress in assessing the extent of contamination and implementing 
cleanup at all closing hazardous waste facilities (see app. I.). 

To accomplish the first objective, we obtained data from EPA’S Haz- 
ardous Waste Data Management System on the status of closure activi- 
ties at RCRA land disposal facilities. Our review focused primarily on 
land disposal facilities because they are believed to pose the greatest 
environmental threat and most of them should have completed closure 
by January 1987,6 Closure data in the Hazardous Waste Data Manage- 
ment System includes whether the facility submitted a closure plan, and, 
if so, whether the plan was approved and the land disposal facility had 
completed closure. The system also includes data on whether the land 
disposal facility submitted a post-closure permit application and, if so, 
whether a post-closure permit was issued. The system’s data tapes 
included closure and post-closure data as of February 1991. 

We also met with officials responsible for RCRA permitting and enforce- 
ment activities at EPA headquarters and EPA Regions 3 (Philadelphia), 4 
(Atlanta), 6 (Chicago), and 6 (Dallas) to discuss progress made in com- 
pleting closure at hazardous waste facilities and issuing post-closure 
permits. These EPA regions account for about 65 percent of the total 
number of closing land disposal facilities. 

To determine priorities and performance targets that EPA assigned to its 
closure program activities, we reviewed EPA'S RCRA Operating Guidance 
for fiscal years 1987 through 1991. We also discussed closure program 
priorities and targets with EPA headquarters and regional officials. 

We also obtained data from EPA’S Hazardous Waste Data Management 
System to determine the compliance histories of closing land disposal 

61ncinerator and treatment and storage facilities that will cesse operations rather than meet the stat- 
utory permit deadlines are not, under EPA’s regulations, generally required to complete closure until 
January 1991 and January 1994, respectively. 
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facilities with RCXA requirements for financial responsibility for fiscal 
years 1987 through 1990 (as of Mar. 1990). These enforcement data 
include whether a facility was in significant noncompliance with finan- 
cial responsibility requirements and how long the facility has remained 
out of compliance. To determine whether delays in closing land disposal 
facilities increase the risk that they may become Superfund sites, we 
discussed with EPA headquarters officials EPA'S policy on transferring 
RCRA facilities to Superfund, and obtained information on the number of 
facilities that have been transferred to the Superfund program. 

To accomplish the second objective, we reviewed EPA'S program for 
assessing and prioritizing the cleanup of hazardous waste facilities 
posing the most significant environmental threat-referred to as the 
Environmental Priorities Initiative (EPI). We chose EPA Regions $4, 5, 
and 6 for our review because, according to available EPA data, these 
regions are likely to have the largest number of facilities needing correc- 
tive action. We met with regional RCRA permitting and enforcement offi- 
cials and, in some cases, Superfund officials to discuss each region’s 
approach and status in implementing EPI. We also reviewed EPI policies 
and guidance and examined statistics on its implementation in each 
region. 

In addition, we met with RCRA and Superfund officials at EPA headquar- 
ters to obtain information on the development and oversight of EPI'S 

implementation in the regions. We examined policy and guidance docu- 
ments that headquarters distributed to the regions to implement the 
system. We also examined EPA'S recommendations for improving the EPI, 

which were presented in EPA'S July 1990 RCR4 Implementation Study, 
and discussed these recommendations with the appropriate EPA officials. 
Under the RCRA Implementation Study, EPA comprehensively evaluated 
the progress made in implementing the RCRA hazardous waste program 
and key issues affecting the program’s future. 

To accomplish the third objective, we obtained data from EPA'S Correc- 
tive Action Reporting System. These data covered all closing RCIZA haz- 
ardous waste facilities-including land disposal, incinerator, and 
treatment and storage facilities, The data, as of February 1991, show 
the stage facilities have reached in the corrective action process. 

Although we did not verify data obtained from either of the two EPA 

information management systems, we did follow up with regional office 
officials on certain data that were incomplete and, where appropriate, 
made certain adjustments in the closure and post-closure data to correct 
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for missing information. We also combined the data from the two infor- 
mation management systems to verify certain permitting data and to 
obtain more complete information on the universe of RCRA facilities sub- 
ject to corrective action. EPA officials told us that these data systems 
were the best available information on the status of closure and correc- 
tive action at closing hazardous waste facilities. 

We conducted our review between August 1989 and February 1991 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards, 
except that we did not verify EPA'S data bases or internal controls. We 
discussed the factual information presented in our report with EPA head- 
quarters officials responsible for EPA'S closure and corrective action 
activities. They generally agreed with the data presented, and their com- 
ments were incorporated where appropriate. As requested, however, we 
did not obtain official comments on this report. 
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Limited Progress Made in Closing Land 
Disposal Facilities 

To eliminate or minimize the spread of contamination at hazardous 
waste land disposal facilities that are scheduled to close, EPA requires 
the owner/operators to close their regulated waste management units in 
a timely manner and obtain post-closure permits to monitor and clean up 
contamination. As of February 1991, owner/operators of 1,128 land dis- 
posal facilities were scheduled to close rather than to seek permits for 
the continued operation of their facilities. However, only 337, or 30 per- 
cent, of the 1,128 closing hazardous waste land disposal facilities had 
closed and only 106, or 9 percent, had been issued post-closure permits. 
Since the majority of these facilities-837-decided to close in 
November 1986, most facilities should have closed, according to EPA cri- 
teria, by January 1987 and received post-closure permits, according to 
RCRA, by November 1988. 

EPA has made limited progress primarily because it has concentrated its 
resources on higher priority activities, such as issuing permits to oper- 
ating facilities. In fiscal year 199 1, however, EPA is placing more 
emphasis on addressing environmental problems at closing land disposal 
facilities by setting priorities for issuing post-closure permits. However, 
EPA does not plan to increase its priority for ensuring that these facilities 
are closed in a timely manner. Unless completing closures are given 
greater emphasis, land disposal facilities that should already be closed 
may continue to spread contamination, increasing the cost of cleanup. If 
owner/operators are unable or unwilling to finance the necessary 
cleanup, EPA will have to transfer cleanup responsibilities to the 
Superfund program; consequently, the federal government could even- 
tually pay millions of dollars in cleanup costs. 

- 

Timely Closure Is Land disposal facilities scheduled for closure can pose a serious environ- 

Critical 
mental threat, particularly for groundwater contamination. Many haz- 
ardous waste land disposal units, such as landfills and surface 
impoundments, were constructed prior to RCRA requirements and do not 
meet current standards. For example, they may not have liners to pre- 
vent the release of hazardous waste into the groundwater. Because facil- 
ities that continue operation must generally meet more stringent 
requirements, owner/operators of many land disposal facilities, 
according to EPA, chose to cease operations because it was too difficult or 
costly for them to comply with RCRA operating requirements. However, 
many closing land disposal facilities are still not in compliance with 
RCRA'S interim status requirements for groundwater monitoring and 
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financial responsibility. For these reasons, according to EPA, the environ- 
mental problems at closing land disposal facilities may be greater than 
problems at land disposal facilities that continue to operate. 

Completion of closure is the critical first step in providing a minimum 
level of environmental protection at closing land disposal facilities. Com- 
pletion of closure does not mean that a facility cannot cause future envi- 
ronmental harm, nor does it necessarily include cleanup of all hazardous 
waste releases. Closure, however, is a necessary first step that generally 
has to occur before the long-term cleanup of a facility is addressed. 
Because closure with waste in place does not eliminate the threat of 
groundwater contamination, owner/operators of land disposal facilities 
are required to obtain post-closure permits to provide for long-term 
monitoring and post-closure care of the regulated land disposal units. 

Under EPA regulations, facilities may close their hazardous waste units 
either by removing all waste or leaving waste in place. Incinerator and 
treatment and storage facilities generally close their hazardous waste 
units by removing all waste and possible contamination-a process com- 
monly referred to as clean closure. Land disposal facilities, however, are 
normally unable to remove all waste and contamination at their regu- 
lated units. Land-disposed waste tends to migrate into the soil and 
groundwater, making it impractical or expensive to remove all waste 
and contamination. Because land disposal facilities usually leave waste 
in place, closure at these facilities generally involves placing a highly 
impermeable cap or cover over the units to minimize the infiltration of 
rainwater into the unit, thereby minimizing the formation and further 
migration of leachate’ from the unit to groundwater. EPA considers a 
properly designed and constructed cover essential to minimize or pre- 
vent the spread of contamination at closing land disposal units. Figure 
2.1 shows a closed hazardous waste land disposal unit, including a cross- 
sectional view of the cover over the unit. 

‘Leachate is any liquid, including suspended components in the liquid, that has percolated through or 
drained from hazardous waste. 
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Flaure 2.1: Closad Hazardour Waste Land Disposal Management Unit, Including Cross-Sectional View of the Cover 
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Little Progress Made EPA requires the closure of hazardous waste management units to be 

in completing closures 
completed within 14 months after a facility has decided to close them. 
G enerally, closure plans are to be approved within 180 days of their 
submission and all closure activities are to be completed 180 days after 
plan approval. However, the regulations allow extensions to be granted 
if the owner/operator successfully demonstrates that closure activities 
will necessarily take longer to complete. In addition, within 60 days of 
completion of closure, the owner/operator and an independent profes- 
sional engineer must certify that the facility has been closed in accor- 
dance with the approved plan. 

Figure 2.2 shows the status of the 1,128 land disposal facilities that 
were closing as of February 1991. Over 86 percent, or 968, of the 1,128 
closing facilities had submitted closure plans. EPA had in turn approved 
closure plans for 809 of the facilities, However, only 337 of the facilities 
had certified that closure had been completed. Since the majority of 
these facilities-837-decided to close in November 1986, most facili- 
ties should have completed closure within 14 months, or by January 
1987, according to EPA'S regulations. 
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Figure 2.2: National Clowre Statirtlca for 
Land Disposal Facilities, as of February 
1991 l## Numkr of Fmilltioa 
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Note: Data do not include (1) 116 facilities that continue to operate some active land disposal units while 
closing others and (2) 255 facilities that have certified the clean-closure of their facilities by attempting 
to remove all waste. 

Completing closure is critical to halting the spread of contamination at 
facilities. Otherwise, contamination will continue to spread, resulting in 
increased cleanup costs. In the absence of financially responsible parties 
to pay for cleanup, these facilities could become Superfund sites. 

Closure Completions Have Limited attention has been given to completing the closure of land dis- 
Not Been Given Priority posal facilities. According to the Deputy Director of EPA'S Permits and 

State Programs Division, who has overall responsibility for the closure 
of hazardous waste facilities, EPA has neither tracked nor assigned spe- 
cific targets to the number of land disposal closures to be completed in 
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its formal information tracking system- the Strategic Targeted Activi- 
ties for Results System (STARS).~ According to the Deputy Director, EPA 

has primarily focused on approving closure plans for closing land dis- 
posal facilities rather than on the closure of these facilities. EPA’S oper- 
ating guidance, which establishes the agency’s annual program priorities 
for the implementation of the RCRA program during fiscal years 1987 
through 1991, supports this observation. In each of these years, EPA 

established specific targets through STARS to ensure that its regional 
offices and states made progress in approving closure plans. Because it 
exceeded its targets during fiscal years 1987 through 1990, EPA 

increased the number of land disposal facilities with approved closure 
plans from fewer than 200 facilities at the close of fiscal year 1986 to 
over 800 facilities as of February 1991. However, EPA had not empha- 
sized ensuring closure completions in the annual operating guidance nor 
established such completions as targets in STARS. 

Because EPA has not routinely monitored and tracked regional offices’ 
and states’ progress in completing closures, the Deputy Director said EPA 

had been unaware of the relatively low number of land disposal facili- 
ties that had certified that closure had been completed. The Deputy 
Director believes that the percent of facilities actually completing clo- 
sure may be higher than EPA’S information system shows. If an activity 
is not designated as a targeted activity in STARS, he told us, the regional 
offices and states often do not accurately and comprehensively record 
and enter data into the system. The Deputy Director said that to obtain 
accurate data on the number of closure completions, EPA would have to 
survey closure activities in each of its regional offices. In January 1991, 
EPA undertook such a survey- the results of which had not been com- 
pleted at the conclusion of our work. 

Increased Likelihood That To meet RCRA financial responsibility requirements, owner/operators 
Facilities Will Be must prepare written cost estimates for closing and providing post-clo- 

Transferred to Superfund sure monitoring of their facilities. These estimates are to reflect the 
actual cost of conducting all activities outlined in the closure and post- 
closure plans and are adjusted annually for inflation. The owner/opera- 
tors must then demonstrate to EPA that they can pay the estimated 

%.TARS is an EPA accountability system, and because it emphasizes the tracking of selected, resulta- 
oriented activities, additional staff and funds are provided for targeted activities. Under STARS, EPA 
establishes measures or targets each year to track progress of selected high-priority activities. Pro- 
gress toward the set goal is monitored on a quarterly basis and reported in STARS where program- 
matic activities are closely observed. 
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amounts as well as compensate third parties for bodily injury and prop- 
erty damages caused by sudden and non-sudden accidents. 

According to our review of the compliance histories of closing land dis- 
posal facilities, however, about 386, or about one-third, of the 1,128 
closing land disposal facilities were not in compliance with financial 
assurance requirements as of March 1990. Also, many of these facilities’ 
financial assurance violations were at least 3 years old. 

From fiscal year 1987 through March 31,1990, between 349 and 390 of 
the 1,128 closing land disposal facilities were not in compliance with 
financial assurance requirements each year (see fig. 2.3), according to 
EPA compliance data. As figure 2.3 also shows, the number of facilities 
with financial assurance violations for 3 years or longer is growing. For 
example, 70 facilities were in violation for 3 or more years in fiscal year 
1987, compared with 232 facilities in fiscal year 1990. In a recent 
internal study, EPA has concluded that many facilities that are in signifi- 
cant noncompliance with EPA'S regulations will remain so because of 
their tenuous financial situation. The inability of these facilities to 
comply may mean that they will not be in a financial position to pay for 
closure and possible cleanup, and may become Superfund sites. 
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Figure 2.3: Closing Land Dlsporal 
Facilltiee In Noncompliance With 
Financial Responsibility Requirements, 
Fiscal Year8 1997 Through March 31, 
1990 
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Violation outstanding less than 3 years. 

Violation outstanding for 3 years or more. 

As of August 1990, 22 hazardous waste facilities, formerly regulated 
under RCRA, had been transferred to the Superfund program for cleanup 
because the owner/operators of the facilities were either bankrupt or 
unable or unwilling to pay for cleanup. According to EPA testimony in 
September 1990,9 the average cost of cleaning up a Superfund site is $26 
million. As a result, the cost to clean up just the 22 RCRA facilities trans- 
ferred to Superfund could be about $600 million. EPA estimates that half 
of this cost, or $300 million, could eventually be paid by the federal 
government.4 

3Testlmony of the EPA Assistant Administrator for Enforcement before the Subcommittee on Policy 
Research and Insurance, House Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs (Sept. 27,199O). 

4Superfund will absorb cleanup costs only when financially viable responsible parties cannot be 
found or when the funds of responsible parties are insufficient to cover the entire costs of cleanup. 
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Little Progress Made 
in Issuing Post-Closure. 
Permits 

EPA requires that a land disposal facility that has completed closure be 
issued a post-closure permit if hazardous waste is to remain in place. EPA 
established post-closure permit requirements for land disposal facilities 
because of their potential for environmental problems after they are 
closed. However, as of February 1991, only 106, or 9 percent, of the land 
disposal facilities scheduled for closure had been issued post-closure 
permits. Post-closure permits were to have been issued to most closing 
land disposal facilities by November 1988. 

Until closing land disposal facilities receive post-closure permits, they 
remain subject to the requirements applicable to interim status facilities. 
Interim status requirements, specifically as they apply to cleanup of 
releases from a facility’s regulated units, are less stringent than the 
requirements for permitted facilities. For example, EPA’S interim status 
regulations do not require corrective action for releases from a closing 
facility’s regulated units. In addition, until the post-closure permit is 
issued, EPA generally does not require that owner/operators begin 
cleanup of contamination at a facility’s nonregulated units. Until facili- 
ties receive post-closure permits, EPA’S tools for requiring the cleanup of 
contamination at both regulated and nonregulated waste management 
units are limited to issuing enforcement orders.6 According to EPA, the 
post-closure permit is the preferred approach for carrying out the long- 
term oversight of a facility’s cleanup, and the agency anticipates that 
post-closure permits will serve as the primary mechanism for the 
majority of corrective actions at closing land disposal facilities. How- 
ever, EPA has made little progress in issuing post-closure permits. 

Status of Post-Closure 
Permits 

As figure 2.4 shows, as of February 1991, 106, or 9 percent, of the 1,128 
closing land disposal facilities had been issued post-closure permits. 
However, most post-closure permits should have been issued by 
November 8, 1988, according to a July 1986 EPA Office of General 
Counsel memorandum. This deadline is the same as that required for 
issuing operating permits to land disposal facilities seeking to continue 
operations. 

6As of Feb. 1991, according to EPA data, enforcement orders had been issued at 142 closing land 
disposal facilities to initiate corrective action or cleanup. 
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Figure 2.4: Closing Land Dlrpoaal 
Facilitier With Peat-Closure Permit8, a8 
of February 1991 

Post-Closure Permits Issued-105 

Post-Closure Permits Not Issued--1,023 

Note: Data exclude (1) 116 facilities classified as operating facilities because they have both operating 
and closing units and (2) 255 facilities that tried to clean-close, but must be reevaluated to determine if 
post-closure permits will be required. 

Over the years, EPA'S priorities have been directed to issuing operating 
permits-first to land discosal facilities by November 1988, then to 
incinerators by November 1989, and now to treatment and storage facil- 
ities by November 1992. The post-closure permitting of closing land dis- 
posal facilities has not been a priority. In hearings before the 
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, House Committee on 
Energy and Commerce, in April 1989, EPA explained that post-closure 
permitting was extremely time-consuming, taking up to 4 years to com- 
plete at each facility. EPA stated that because they no longer wish to 
operate such facilities, the owner/operators have little incentive to pro- 
vide EPA with the data needed to make permit determinations. EPA cited 
the need to develop sufficient information to adequately characterize 
groundwater conditions at closing facilities as a significant factor in 
delaying post-closure permit issuance. 

In May 1989, the Environmental Defense Fund, a not-for-profit environ- 
mental public interest group, filed a civil suit against EPA, alleging, 
among other things, that the agency had not, as required, issued post- 
closure permits to closing land disposal facilities by November 8, 1988. 
The Environmental Defense Fund sought a court order directing EPA to 
issue these permits, In February 1990, the court ordered that the dis- 
covery process -that is, the exchange of information between EPA and 
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the Environmental Defense Fund-continue. As of February 1991, the 
case was still pending. 

Post-Closure Permits Now For fiscal year 1991, EPA'S operating guidance stated, for the first time, 
a Higher Priority that post-closure permits would be a high-priority activitySpecifically, 

EPA stated that targets for issuing post-closure permits would be estab- 
lished as part of STARS to hold the regions and states accountable for 
issuing post-closure permits and to track the regions’ and states’ pro- 
gress in issuing these permits. For fiscal year 1991, EPA has established a 
target of issuing 62 post-closure permits. Nevertheless, EPA has esti- 
mated that it may take until 2004 to issue the remaining land disposal 
post-closure permits. 

EPA has made limited progress in completing the closure of land disposal 
facilities. Many of these facilities pose especially difficult environmental 
and compliance problems, By eliminating or minimizing the spread of 
contamination, closure provides an important first step in protecting the 
environment from the threat posed by these facilities. 

As of February 1991, however, only 337, or 30 percent, of the 1,128 
closing land disposal facilities had completed closure. Since the majority 
of these facilities-837-decided to close in November 1986, most facili- 
ties should have completed closure by January 1987, or about 4 years 
ago. Such limited progress may have serious consequences, environ- 
mental as well as financial. If owner/operators do not close these facili- 
ties in a timely manner, many facilities may ultimately be transferred to 
Super-fund for cleanup at the federal government’s expense. The esti- 
mated cost to the federal government of cleaning up the 22 RCRA facili- 
ties that have already been transferred to Superfund could be about 
$300 million. 

EPA has made limited progress in completing closure because it has 
focused on other activities that it considers to be of higher priority, such 
as issuing permits to operating facilities. To address the environmental 
concerns at closing facilities, EPA has, for fiscal year 1991, established 
targets for the number of post-closure permits to be issued. However, 
EPA does not currently plan to place a similar priority on completing clo- 
sures, Because targets have been an effective tool in getting closure 
plans approved, we believe that establishing targets for closure comple- 
tions would provide greater assurance that the environmental threat at 
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closing land disposal facilities will be minimized in a timely manner. 
Without such targeting, completing closures seems far from certain. 

Recommendation To minimize and control contamination at closing land disposal facilities, 
we recommend that the Administrator, EPA, establish targets in its Stra- 
tegic Targeted Activities for Results System for completing closure of 
these facilities. 
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EPA developed the Environmental Priorities Initiative (EPI) in 1989 to 
help ensure that facilities posing a serious environmental threat were 
identified for corrective action in priority order. Before the implementa- 
tion of the EPI, EPA regions focused their efforts on initiating corrective 
action for facilities that needed operating permits by statutory dead- 
lines, In developing the EPI, however, EPA did not provide the regions 
with national criteria and a method for ranking facilities by the serious- 
ness of their problems. Consequently, regions developed their own 
ranking methods. Without national criteria and a national scoring 
system for determining environmental threat, EPA had limited assurance 
that the regions were accurately ranking their facilities for corrective 
action. 

Regions varied extensively in how they implemented the EPI. For 
example, each of the four regions we reviewed had a different 
method(s) for ranking facilities. Specifically, the regions differed in the 
criteria they chose for determining environmental threat and in the 
weights they assigned to these criteria. Consequently, facilities posing a 
similar threat to the environment may be ranked differently by region 
for corrective action. Furthermore, the method(s) used by some regions 
had weaknesses that prevented them from ensuring that they had accu- 
rately ranked facilities by the seriousness of their threat. 

Moreover, even if the facilities posing the greatest environmental threat 
were being identified, EPA could not be assured that these facilities 
would receive corrective action first. EPA faces another RCRA priority- 
initiating corrective action at operating treatment and storage facilities 
in order to meet the 1992 statutory permitting deadline. This deadline is 
preventing some EPA regions from initiating corrective action at their 
worst facilities-generally land disposal facilities that have closed or 
are in the process of closing-first. 

In July 1990, EPA issued a study corroborating our findings about the 
lack of consistency among its regional offices in evaluating the environ- 
mental threat of facilities and in setting priorities for corrective action.’ 
To ensure that the regions are accurately identifying and acting on the 
worst facilities, EPA has concluded that it needs a national approach for 
evaluating the risks posed by facilities and for deciding which ones to 
act on first. In February 1991, EPA announced its plans to adopt uniform 

‘The Nation’s Hazardous Waste Management Program at a Crossroads. The RCRA Implementation 
-(July 1990). 
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national criteria for evaluating the environmental threat posed by facili- 
ties. Also, in February 1991, EPA proposed that a new approach-one 
that emphasizes environmental results-be adopted for deciding which 
facilities should be acted on first for permits and corrective action. EPA'S 
proposed changes should, if properly implemented, address many of the 
problems that it has encountered in implementing the EPI. Our work, 
however, suggests that EPA'S proposed changes may not go far enough in 
ensuring that priorities are set consistently for all facilities across all 
regions. Also, EPA will need to work closely with the Congress to imple- 
ment many of its proposed changes. 

The EPI Program q t In 1989, EPA established the EPI to accelerate efforts to identify and pri- 
oritize hazardous waste facilities needing corrective action, Prior to initi- 
ating the EPI, EPA had begun corrective action at only about 325 
hazardous waste facilities-leaving approximately another 4,300 oper- 
ating and closing hazardous waste facilities that needed to be assessed 
for cleanup. Of particular concern were facilities that might be over- 
looked while the regions focused their efforts on facilities seeking oper- 
ating permits. Under the 1984 RCRA amendments, EPA was required to 
issue permits to land disposal facilities by November 1988, incinerators 
by November 1989, and treatment and storage facilities by November 
1992. Since 1984, this requirement has set EPA'S agenda for identifying 
and cleaning up contamination at facilities because the 1984 RCRA 
amendments require that corrective action occur as a prerequisite for 
obtaining a permit. 

EPA was concerned that facilities not scheduled to receive operating per- 
mits in the near future as well as facilities that were closing needed to be 
reviewed for corrective action. The facilities, many of which were 
closing, according to EPA, posed a greater threat to the environment than 
those seeking operating permits. EPA recognized that it would be many 
years before this larger group of facilities would be assessed, permitted, 
and cleaned up, given the resources EPA was devoting to issuing oper- 
ating permits. The EPI is intended as a way to direct resources to facili- 
ties that otherwise might not be addressed for corrective action for 
many years. 

Under the EPI, regions must establish a priority order for all hazardous 
waste facilities so that they know which facilities should be required to 
initiate corrective action first. EPA regions are to assess facilities not yet 
assessed for corrective action to identify any potential and actual con- 
tamination. Rather than using the RCRA assessments traditionally used 
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for RCRA facilities, regions are to use Superfund assessments, which pro- 
vide similar information, Superfund is being used, in part, because it has 
a larger pool of funds available for assessments2 Regions are expected 
to rank facilities as they are assessed to determine their relative envi- 
ronmental threat. EPA expects each region to develop a list of its priori- 
ties and initiate corrective action at the worst facilities through permits, 
or-for facilities not requiring permits-through enforcement orders. 

The EPI Did Not In implementing the EPI, EPA did not establish nationwide criteria or a 

Ensure That the Worst 
systematic method for regions to use in determining the environmental 
significance or threat of facilities. Rather, EPA generally left implementa- 

Facilities Were tion to each of the 10 regions, without providing adequate oversight. 

Identified Each of the four regions we reviewed used a different method(s) to pri- 
oritize facilities, and we found weaknesses in these methods. Given this 
diversity, EPA did not have adequate assurance that its regions were 
accurately and consistently ranking the environmental threat of their 
facilities. Recognizing these problems, in February 1991, EPA announced 
its plans to establish uniform national criteria and a systematic scoring 
system for determining the environmental significance of facilities. 

Regions Differ in Because the EPI did not include national criteria and a scoring system for 

Evaluating Environmental ranking facilities on the basis of environmental threat, the regions 
developed their own methods. The four regions we reviewed used 
methods for prioritizing facilities for corrective action that differed in 
(1) the criteria used to evaluate environmental threat and (2) the 
scoring systems for measuring the criteria. For example, one region did 
not include criteria for evaluating the toxicity of the waste; the three 
other regions had criteria for evaluating toxicity. As a result, the three 
regions using toxicity criteria might assign a higher priority to facilities 
with highly toxic waste than the fourth region would assign to facilities 
with similar waste. 

Second, we found that regions differed in the weights they assigned to 
the criteria. One region gave the most weight to the number of waste 
management units at a facility, according to a regional official. In con- 
trast, another region weighed region-specific geographic information 
more heavily-e.g., whether a facility was near an important body of 

‘EPA can perform Superfund assessments at any potential Superfund site, according to EPA officials. 
Under EPA policy, potential Superfund sites include RCRA facilities with a bankrupt owner/operator 
or one unwilling to undertake corrective action. 
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surface water or over an important source of groundwater, according to 
regional officials. As a result, these two regions may differ in the types 
of facilities they ranked high. The first region may find that large facili- 
ties with many waste management units pose the highest threat while 
the second region may consider facilities near an important body of sur- 
face water or groundwater as posing the highest threat. 

Regional 
Identify 

Methods Did Not In addition to differing from region to region, the regional EPI methods 
Worst Facilities contained weaknesses that precluded three of the four regions from 

identifying the worst facilities in the region. Only one region could iden- 
tify its worst facilities because it was the only region that used a single 
method to rank all its facilities requiring corrective action. The 
remaining three regions could not identify their worst facilities because 
they either (1) did not rank all facilities or (2) did not use a single 
method for ranking all facilities in the region. 

One region, for example, has not scored about 90, or 26 percent, of its 
estimated 361 facilities to determine how they should be ranked for cor- 
rective action under the EPI. These facilities generally had received RCIU 
assessments before the region began using Superfund assessments to 
implement the EPI in fiscal year 1989. Although the region needed to 
rank all facilities, it only ranked those facilities that had received 
Superfund assessments under the EPI. The region used the Superfund 
assessment’s built-in method to evaluate and measure facilities-a score 
from 1 to 100 based on the environmental threat posed by a facility. In 
contrast, RCRA assessments do not have such a score. EPA headquarters 
suggested that regions could use the Superfund score to rank facilities 
with Superfund assessments, but did not give directions on how to score 
those facilities that had already received RCRA assessments. 

In another region, all facilities were ranked, but three different methods 
were used, depending on the type of facility. Because each of the three 
methods is based on different criteria and scoring systems, facilities 
ranked under one method could not easily be compared with those 
ranked under another. As a result, this region could not prioritize the 
worst facilities among all types of facilities for corrective action. It did 
not use a systematic method for ranking operating treatment and 
storage facilities, for example, because these facilities will be addressed 
in time to meet the 1992 statutory permit deadline. Rather, the region 
informally ranked these facilities using state officials’ knowledge of 
them. 
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EPA tn A,+ a” ,s,9pt Uniform In July 1990, at the conclusion of our field work, EPA issued its RCRA 

APPrl oath for Determining Implementation Study, which corroborated our findings about the 
- . r;nvironmental regional offices’ lack of consistency in evaluating the environmental sig- 

Significance 
nificance of facilities. To ensure that the regions and states are accu- 
rately identifying the environmental threat of facilities, the study - - 
recommended that EPA develop a uniform method for determining envi- 
ronmental significance. 

In February 199 1, EPA announced its plans to adopt a national approach 
for determining the environmental significance of facilities, Although 
many details remain to be worked out, EPA would establish national cri- 
teria for regions to use in determining their facilities’ relative environ- 
mental threat. The criteria are (1) evidence of known or suspected 
releases of waste from the facility, (2) the potential for people or the 
environment to be exposed to the release, (3) waste characteristics, e.g., 
toxicity and volume, and (4) the migration potential or mobility of the 
released waste. 

EPA is proposing that the ranking method currently in use by its Region 5 
Chicago office be adopted nationwide, with modifications. The Region 5 
method, a modified version of the Superfund hazard-ranking scoring 
system, results in each facility receiving a numerical score. Individual 
scores for facilities would then be grouped into categories of high, 
medium, and low priority. 

Use of the nationwide approach based on the Region 5 method, however, 
is not mandatory. EPA is proposing to give its regions the option to con- 
tinue using their existing ranking method(s), provided they can demon- 
strate that their method(s) will yield results that are equivalent to the 
national method. 

National criteria and a systematic scoring system for determining envi- 
ronmental significance of facilities are essential for ensuring that EPA'S 
limited resources are directed toward cleaning up those facilities posing 
the greatest threat-particularly considering that the number of facili- 
ties subject to corrective action continues to grow. Facilities are added 
as EPA identifies new hazardous wastes and as states find hazardous 
waste facilities that never entered the RCRA system. For example, EPA 
has promulgated or will issue new regulations that will add approxi- 
mately 1,820 facilities to the RCRA universe within the next few years. 
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Although the proposed approach for determining environmental signifi- 
cance should minimize inconsistencies among regions in evaluating facil- 
ities, EPA will need to closely monitor the implementation of this 
approach to ensure, early on, that it is being consistently interpreted 
and applied. Early monitoring will allow EPA to refine or clarify criteria 
and guidance, if necessary, to ensure consistent application. During the 
EPI’S initial implementation, we noted that EPA headquarters did not 
monitor the regions’ implementation and therefore did not identify 
implementation weaknesses until February 1990, or 17 months after the 
program began. The development of new national criteria and guidance 
for the EPI could result in the regions’ reworking their existing methods, 
to which they have already devoted substantial time and resources. It is 
therefore especially important that the past problems encountered in 
implementing the EPI not be repeated. 

Competing RCRA A competing RCRA priority, meeting the 1992 deadline for issuing per- 

Priority Impeded the 
mits to treatment and storage facilities, has impeded the EPI in meeting 
its goal of acting on the worst facilities first. Under the EPI concept, 

EPI’s Implementation threat to human health and the environment-and not statutory permit 
deadlines-is the overall objective for determining which facilities 
should receive corrective action first. However, we found that some 
regions were addressing corrective action at operating treatment and 
storage facilities to meet the 1992 statutory permit deadline. As a result, 
facilities posing a greater environmental threat in these regions, such as 
closing land disposal facilities, may not have corrective action initiated 
until corrective action has been initiated at all operating treatment and 
storage facilities that need permits. This situation has occurred, in part, 
because EPA had not sent a clear signal to the regions regarding which 
priority-permits for operating treatment and storage facilities or cor- 
rective action at the worst facilities-should take precedence. For fiscal 
year 1992, EPA is planning to implement a new approach for its regions 
and the states to follow in setting priorities for permits and corrective 
action. The new approach will emphasize environmental results as the 
primary basis for deciding which facilities to act on first. 
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Permit Deadlines Have 
Driven Corrective Action 
in Some Regions 

In implementing the EPI, EPA articulated two competing goals for regional 
corrective action programs: (1) to meet the 1992 statutory deadline for 
issuing permits to operating treatment and storage facilities and (2) to 
initiate corrective action at RCRA facilities posing the worst environ- 
mental threat. In some regions, however, regional resources for haz- 
ardous waste corrective action are not sufficient to meet both goals 
simultaneously.3 

In implementing the EPI, EPA did not send a clear signal to the regions 
about which of the two goals should take precedence. Although the 
agency’s guidance to regions emphasized the need to require corrective 
action at the most environmentally threatening facilities, its accounta- 
bility system for carrying out this guidance-STARs-has not focused on 
this goal.4 Consequently, the STARS targets often drive regional efforts, 
according to regional officials. Since fiscal year 1989, EPA'S regional 
STARS targets have focused more on meeting statutory operating permit 
deadlines than on requiring corrective action at the worst environmental 
facilities. 

As a result of these mixed signals, two of the four regions we reviewed 
were focusing their resources for corrective action on issuing permits to 
treatment and storage facilities in order to meet the 1992 deadline. In 
these regions, officials agreed that closing land disposal facilities gener- 
ally pose a greater environmental threat than operating treatment and 
storage facilities. Nevertheless, the bulk of facilities receiving corrective 
action, according to regional officials, will be operating treatment and 
storage facilities until the 1992 treatment and storage deadline is met. In 
one of these regions, we found that under the EPI, the region had scored 
some closing land disposal facilities in the top third of all facilities 
ranked for environmental threat. However, these facilities had not been 
addressed for corrective action; instead some operating treatment and 
storage facilities that scored in the bottom third were being addressed 
for corrective action. The second region used three separate methods to 
prioritize facilities. Because these methods were not comparable, we 
could not determine whether the region’s methods ranked land facilities 
as a higher environmental risk than treatment and storage facilities. 

The two other regions that we reviewed, however, were attempting to 
address both goals simultaneously. They were taking this approach 

3Hazardous Waste: Status and Resources of EPA’s Corrective Action Program (GAO/RCED-90-144, 
Apr. 19,1000). 

4As discussed in ch. 2, STARS sets region-specific targets to accomplish the agency’s goals. 
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because, in part, they believe closing land disposal facilities generally 
pose a greater threat than operating treatment and storage facilities. 
However, an official in one of these regions said that the STARS targets 
on issuing permits to operating treatment and storage facilities might 
force his staff to place a slightly higher emphasis on permitting these 
facilities. 

EPA'S RCRA Implementation Study acknowledges that the regions face 
competing goals. Specifically, the study points out that statutory dead- 
lines for permitting have been a barrier to setting corrective action pri- 
orities for facilities with the most environmentally significant problems. 
According to the study, EPA must recognize that it will not be able to 
issue all permits (treatment and storage, and post-closure) and impose 
all corrective action requirements by the applicable statutory deadlines. 
The study recommended that several actions be taken, such as (1) estab- 
lishing a framework for selecting actions at facilities on the basis of 
which will yield the greatest environmental results and (2) eliminating, 
through appropriate legislative change, the requirement to impose cor- 
rective action for facilities at the time of permit issuance. EPA concluded 
that it needed to advise the Congress that the statutory deadlines for 
issuing permits and addressing corrective action cannot be met, but that 
by developing and implementing a management system, the agency can 
address the most environmentally significant facilities first. 

In February 1991, EPA published its draft fiscal year 1992 operating 
guidance. In the guidance, EPA outlined a new approach for its regions 
and states to follow in deciding which facilities to act on first for per- 
mits and corrective action, EPA is proposing that facilities’ overall envi- 
ronmental priority be based on (1) environmental significance 
(especially keyed to the need for corrective action); (2) potential envi- 
ronmental benefits to be gained or risks avoided because of state or 
regional actions (primarily permitting-related activities); and (3) other 
considerations, such as a facility’s enforcement/compliance history and 
financial status. EPA is proposing that these criteria-environmental sig- 
nificance, environmental benefits, and other considerations-taken 
together will represent facilities’ overall environmental priority for 
receiving permits and corrective action. EPA is not, however, prescribing 
a specific approach for conducting the overall priority-setting process, 
nor is it defining how the scores for environmental significance, environ- 
mental benefits, or other considerations should be weighed relative to 
each other. 
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We agree with EPA that it has a problem of competing priorities. Without 
resolution of this problem, EPA regions will continue to receive mixed 
signals about which priority should take precedence. EPA'S proposed 
system for determining facilities’ priority for permits and corrective 
action on the basis of their environmental significance, environmental 
benefit, and other considerations is a step in the right direction. How- 
ever, EPA'S proposed approach may not go far enough in ensuring that 
priorities are set consistently for facilities across all regions. Specifi- 
cally, EPA does not plan to define how the scores for environmental sig- 
nificance, environmental benefits, and other considerations are to be 
weighed relative to each other in making decisions about permitting and 
corrective action. Although we recognize that it may be desirable for 
regions and states to have some flexibility in reaching such decisions, we 
believe that for EPA to achieve consistent priority-setting for facilities 
across all regions, certain parameters may need to be established gov- 
erning the relative weights to be accorded to these criteria. 

Conclusions EPA is depending on the EPI to ensure that its corrective action program 
is effective in a time of limited resources. The EPI'S goal is to focus scarce 
resources on facilities posing the worst environmental threat. However, 
as the EPI has been implemented, EPA has had limited assurance that the 
regions’ various methods were adequate for determining environmental 
threat. Each region used different criteria to evaluate facilities and 
assigned different weights to the criteria used. Consequently, each 
region developed its own definition of environmental threat so that 
facilities defined as the worst in one region may not have been consid- 
ered the worst facilities in another. Further, a competing RCRA pri- 
ority-to meet a statutory operating permit deadline-has caused some 
regions to begin corrective action at facilities requiring permits rather 
than at those posing the worst environmental threat. 

EPA has acknowledged these problems and has recommended actions to 
address them. EPA'S proposed actions, if properly implemented, should 
help ensure that EPA is focusing its limited resources on addressing facil- 
ities with the greatest environmental threat. But it is not yet clear 
whether its proposed actions will go far enough in ensuring consistent 
priority-setting for facilities across all regions. 

However, EPA will need to closely monitor the implementation of these 
proposed actions to ensure, early on, that they are being consistently 
interpreted and applied throughout its regions and the states. We are 
particularly concerned about whether consistency can be achieved given 1 
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EPA'S decision not to define how its proposed criteria of environmental 
significance, environmental benefits, and other considerations are to be 
weighed relative to each other in deciding which facilities should receive 
priority for permits and corrective action. 

Also, because placing more emphasis on environmental factors will 
likely result in EPA'S not meeting its 1992 statutory deadline for issuing 
permits to the remaining treatment and storage facilities, EPA, as it rec- 
ognizes, needs to advise the Congress of this delay and the reasons for it. 
As it also recognizes, EPA will need to seek legislative authorization from 
the Congress to enable it to eliminate the requirement to impose correc- 
tive action at the time of permit issuance. 

An effective EPI program is important not only because of EPA'S limited 
resources but also because the number of hazardous waste facilities con- 
tinues to grow. Facilities are added as EPA identifies new hazardous 
wastes and as states identify hazardous facilities that never entered the 
RCRA system. EPA has promulgated or will issue new regulations that 
may add a projected 1,820 more hazardous waste facilities to the total 
number in a few years. Therefore, the regions will continue to need a 
systematic method to rank these new facilities. 

Recommendations To ensure that its new approach-for evaluating the environmental 
threat posed by facilities and for deciding which facilities to act on first 
for permits and corrective action- achieves its intended goals, we rec- 
ommend that EPA closely monitor the regions’ and states’ implementa- 
tion of the new approach to ensure consistent interpretation and 
application, As part of its monitoring, we recommend that EPA assess the 
need for further guidance to define how the criteria of environmental 
significance, environmental benefits, and other considerations are to be 
weighed relative to each other in establishing the overall priority for 
which facilities should receive permits and corrective action. 
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As of February 199 1, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had 
assessed 794, or about 36 percent, of the 2,282 closing facilities to deter- 
mine if they are contaminating the environment, Of the 794 facilities 
assessed, EPA had determined that 717, or about 90 percent, show suffi- 
cient evidence of a release or potential release of hazardous waste to 
warrant further investigation to confirm the release and/or characterize 
its extent. As of February 199 1, detailed investigations had been 
imposed at 302 of these 717 facilities. Of the 302 facilities, 75 have pro- 
posed, selected, or implemented cleanup remedies. 

Corrective Action 
Program 

EPA has established a corrective action program to ensure that facilities 
clean up their leaking waste management units. EPA is responsible for 
approving each stage of the cleanup process and for monitoring cleanup 
activities. As illustrated in figure I. 1, identifying contamination at facili- 
ties and implementing corrective action generally follows a four-stage 
process -the RCRA facility assessment (RFA), the RCRA facility investiga- 
tion (RFI), the corrective measures study (CMS), and the corrective mea- 
sures implementation (CMI). Where facilities pose an immediate threat to 
human health or the environment, however, EPA may require facility 
owner/operators, through the permit or an enforcement order, to take 
interim corrective measures without waiting for the final results of the 
corrective measures study. 

Figure 1.1: RCRA Corrective Action 
Process Procrrslng Stage Purpo8e 

RCRA facility 
assessment 

Determine if 
facility is 
leaking 

RCRA facility 
investigation 

Determine rate 
and extent of 
leak 

Corrective 
measures study 

Develop several 
deanup options; 
select and design 
remedy 

Corrective measures 
Implementation 

Implement 
corrective 
measures 
(construction and cleanup) 

Note: Interim measures can occur at any point in the corrective action process 
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Statue of EPA’s RfTorta to Assess and Clean 
Up C!mtmninatlon at Closing Facilities 

EPA performs the RFA to identify actual and potential releases from all 
waste management units at the facility. The RFA includes, among other 
things, a review of available file information, a site inspection, and, 
often, soil and water sampling. This assessment determines whether 
there is sufficient evidence of contamination to require the facility 
owner/operator to undertake more detailed investigations. 

If EPA determines that it has sufficient evidence of a release of haz- 
ardous waste or chemicals, the facility owner/operator must conduct an 
RFI to characterize the nature and extent of the contamination. For 
closing facilities, EPA requires an RFI either through (1) the post-closure 
permit process or (2) an enforcement order. The first approach is gener- 
ally used at land disposal facilities closing with waste in place. These 
facilities require post-closure care and monitoring. The second approach 
is used to impose RFIS at those closing land disposal facilities that are not 
due to receive post-closure permits in the immediate future or at other 
closing facilities, such as treatment and storage facilities, which are gen- 
erally expected to clean-close and thus do not require post-closure care. 
The owner/operator is responsible for conducting the RFI; EPA is respon- 
sible for overseeing the work through reviews of workplans and reports, 
and site inspections. 

Once the RFI is completed, EPA determines whether corrective measures 
are needed. If so, the owner/operator is required to complete a CMS to 
develop several cleanup remedies. EPA oversees the work performed 
during the CMS and ultimately selects the remedy that best addresses 
corrective action at the facility. 

During the CMI, the owner/operator implements the selected remedy. EPA 
requires the owner/operator to design, construct, operate, maintain, and 
monitor the corrective measures. Again, EPA is responsible for over- 
seeing the work conducted by the owner/operator to ensure that work is 
completed as planned. 

Progress in Assessing Table I.1 shows that of the 2,282 closing facilities, about one-third have 

Closing Facilities 
had RFAS completed to determine if their waste management units are 
leaking. Most of the closing facilities that have been assessed for poten- 
tial contamination are land disposal facilities. 

” 
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Table 1.1: Clorlng Facilltles With RFAs 
Completed 

Land diwosal 

Number RFA 
closing completed ~rKi~ 

1,128 716 63 
Incinerator 39 13 33 
Treatment/storage 1,115 65 6 
Total 2,282 794 35 

Evidence of Contamination Of the 794 facilities with completed RFAS, 717, or 90 percent, have waste 

at Facilities Assessed management units that show evidence of potential releases of hazardous 
waste and require further investigation through an RFI. Table I.2 shows 
the assessed facilities that are suspected of having caused 
contamination. 

________~ ~.. 
Table 1.2: Closing facilities Suspected of 
Contamination Type of RFA RFI Percent 

facility completed needed of total 
Land disDosal 716 653 91 
Incinerator 13 8 62 
Treatment/storage 65 56 86 
Total 794 717 90 

Progress in Cleaning Up 
Closing Facilities 

Although evidence of leakage, or potential leakage, is evident at the 
majority of facilities that have completed RFAS, EPA has imposed an RFI at 
only about 40 percent of these facilities to determine the rate and extent 
of contamination present. Table I.3 shows RFIS imposed for facilities that 
need further investigation. 

Table 1.3: RFls Imposed at Closing 
Facilities That Need Further 
Investigation 

Type of 
facility 
Land disoosal 

RFI RFI 
needed imposed 

653 285 

Incinerator 8 1 13 
Treatment/storage 56 16 29 
Total 717 302 42 

Table I.4 shows the status of corrective action at facilities where an RFI 
has been imposed. Most facilities are still in the RFI stage, while some are 
in the CMS or CMI stage, Only five facilities have completed cleanup. 
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Status of EPA’s Efforta to Assess and Clean 
Up Contamination at Closing Facilitim 

Table 1.4: Status of Corrective Action at 
Closing Facilities Type RFI 

of facility imposed 
Land diwosal 285 

RFI 
stage 

216 

CMS 
stage 

54 

CMI 
stage 

11 
Incinerator 1 1 
Treatment/storage 16 11 3 1 
Total 302 227 58 12 
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